


In mapping out this collage of resistance, we 
are reminded that we cannot fight against white 
supremacy in the US without fighting against american 
imperialism and israeli zionism. 

We look to history and to the examples of our 
comrades alongside us in NYC and around the world 
from Palestine to the Philippines and beyond to guide 
our way toward revolution.

Now more than ever we must  reaffirm the right of all 
oppressed peoples to resist by any means necessary.

Until return.



“urgent”
From birth to death bring yer fire
Skip breakfast , im servin last supper.
Come break fresh bread, we’re startin over .
If my preach is your preach, quit the choir,
We’re gonna 
Fuck shit up 
Put it back together
better.
Urgent, pulling for ya.

Get caught up, justice one helluva of a drug got 
the young fiending.
Academic was the getaway car -
drove it thru the gateway 
drug to relieving
The symptoms of believing .
Im immune now to those seasonal allergies
Politickin reddening my eyes it’s pollen 
Germinating a generation 
Ready for treason .
 now I’m tryna walk my motives round the block, 
but don’t let the engine cool off completely 
Get to know em, skip the small talk
Straight shootin not shit shooting-
I dont have the patience for it.

I paid witness to real love.
I will testify with a right hand on bible and a left 
fist up and take whatever punches comin, Im only 
shook cause I woke up.
and my restless int reckless, it’s productive.
 i am urgent i am urgent and pulling for ya

Int enough to walk hard n dodge cracks-
 gotta fill em up.
Time capsules in the sidewalk. 
Line o comrades got streets to stop.
Something to leave, to be learnt from.
whose streets whose streets
I got you, you got me, we ready



“A new and disgusting form of fascism is emerging with 
considerable force at this moment in human history….Why 
does the [Israeli] government believe that the world will be 
insensitive to the macabre genocide which today is being 
perpetuated against the Palestinian people? Perhaps it 
is expected that the complicity of the U.S. empire in this 
shameful massacre will be ignored?”

Fidel Castro









NYC SJP
“Without a clear vision of what we are organizing for, 
our organizing methodologies and strategy will quickly 
become muddled and lose focus. For SJP chapters in 
particular, and Palestine solidarity organizations in 
general, our primary political goal is to hinder the U.S. 
empire and play our part in organizing for its collapse, 
because without the lifeline of U.S. imperialism, the 
settler-colonial state of Israel is not able to exist. This 
will allow the revolutionary forces within Palestine 
and the camps as much breathing room as possible 
to build the national liberation movement there.”

JOHANNA FERNANDEZ
“Who are you with? Nat Turner killed men, women 
and children, white slaveowners and their families. 
In 2016 are you with Nat Turner or are you with the 
slave master? The same question applies to Palestine. 
Palestinians - by UN law - have the right to resist 
oppression by any means necessary...We are not 
going to sit here and abuse Micah Xavier Johnson 
for what he did when the system warped him in that 
direction. Part of what we learned in Palestine was that 
there is something in the soul that cries for freedom.”

ABU ALI MUSTAFA 
“We believe the conflict and the struggle against Israel 
is a strategic [principle] that is not subordinated to any 
consideration. Even if there are circumstances of talks 
about peace and a settlement we see them as neither 
peace nor a settlement. We believe the Palestinian 
people, both in the Diaspora and [in the territories] under 
occupation, have the right to struggle using all means.” 









“Let’s talk about the effect on our people of the fortunate mishaps of Nixon’s 
Americans. We knew we might be defeated. But Vietnam’s victory gave us 
new heart. The fedayeen had a good laugh watching TV and seeing the Amer-
ican ambassador in Saigon fold up the embassy flag, run and throw it on the 
marine helicopter waiting impatiently on the lawn, jump in after it, and finally 
slink off across the sea on an aircraft carrier. Perhaps it was when the people 
of the Third World saw the United States on their bended knees in Saigon that 
they dared hope the Palestinians would soon usher in the revolution.”

Abu Omar in “Prisoner of Love” 
by Jean Genet

“The struggle for Palestinian liberation is indivisible from the struggle for 
women’s liberation. We reject the idea that women should support each other 
solely based on “womanhood.” Women who facilitate Zionist aggression in 
Palestine do not have any common ground with women resisting it. We re-
ject any ideology which delegitimizes or ignores oppressed peoples right to 
rebel against colonial conditions. Similarly, we recognize the domestic call 
for “women’s equality and opportunity” from U.S “feminist” politicians is 
empty rhetoric...To stand against imperialism, capitalism, and patriarchy is 
to stand with political prisoners, indigenous women, and those struggling 
against all systems of oppression around the world.”

NYC SJP





SUSAN ABULHAWA 
“How surprised they must be. How utterly demoralized they 
must feel to have such great military might and somehow 
stand weak and small against our rocks. How breathless 
you, Israel, must feel. How devastating it must be to fail 
so miserably at one task, year after year, decade after 
decade. To have repeatedly intensified tactics of death 
and cruelty but still not managed to crush us. To cart off 
small children by the thousands, pissing their pants, and 
still find that thousands have taken their place the next day, 
hurling rocks at your tanks and guns. To imprison them 
so young as they cry with fear, scream for their mothers, 
only to grow up unbroken, defying and fighting you still.”

“BDS ,  of  course, 
on the internat ional  level , 

is  very effect ive. 
But i t  doesn’ t  l iberate land.”

***  Leila Khaled  ***

LAMIS DEEK
“We have to central ize the resistance, we have to 
re-center and re-claim the r ight  to resist ,  which is 
the r ight  to sel f  defense against  a ser ia l  k i l ler,  i t ’s 
real ly that  basic.  Once we’ve reclaimed the r ight 
to sel f  defense can we say that we’ve embarked 
on a new era in our journey to sel f  determinat ion, 
but how can we talk about the future i f  we can’ t 
protect  our physical  bodies f rom this v io lence?” 



RISE
I arise from beneath the debris

of shattered dreams, broken bones, and cinders of defeat

to reclaim my legacy.

With confidence and knowledge, I struggle to break free.

Although being subdued is bittersweet, 

I arise from beneath the debris.

Stakes are high in the presence of supremacy.

Thus, I must compete

to reclaim my legacy. 

Bruised and bloodied, physically and emotionally,

they thought I was dead, but there’s still a heartbeat.

I arise from beneath the debris.

Since they stripped me of my identity and pillaged my history, 

then revenge is what I seek, against the manipulative elite, 

to reclaim my legacy.

My wrath is deadly, 

and there is no retreat. 

I arise from beneath the debris

to reclaim my legacy. 

- Amira Hassan



MALCOLM X 
“The government has failed us; you can’t deny that. Anytime 
you live in the twentieth century, 1964, and you walkin’ around here 
singing “We Shall Overcome,” the government has failed us. This is 
part of what’s wrong with you — you do too much singing. Today 
it’s time to stop singing and start swinging. You can’t sing up on 
freedom, but you can swing up on some freedom...To me the earth’s 
most explosive and pernicious evil is racism, the inability of God’s 
creatures to live as One, especially in the Western world. It is a time 
for martyrs now, and if I am to be one, it will be for the cause 
of brotherhood. That’s the only thing that can save this country. 

Did the Zionists have the legal or moral right to invade Arab Palestine, 
uproot its Arab citizens from their homes and seize all Arab property for 
themselves just based on the “religious” claim that their forefathers lived 
there thousands of years ago? Only a thousand years ago the Moors lived 
in Spain. Would this give the Moors of today the legal and moral right to 
invade the Iberian Peninsula, drive out its Spanish citizens, and then set 
up a new Moroccan nation ... where Spain used to be, as the European 
zionists have done to our Arab brothers and sisters in Palestine?...” 





KWAME TURE 
“In order for Mr. Herzl to get a country for Zionists, 
what he did was to attach himself to imperialism, 
British imperialism in this case, quite specifically. 
Of course as an African who suffered under years of 
British imperialism, I have no love for it and certainly 
cannot love anyone who attaches themselves to it 
for the foundation of a state and then calls this a 
liberation movement.  Liberation movements fight 
against imperialism, not with it.  Zionism is the baby 
child and protector of imperialism in the Middle 
East.  We cannot see how a ‘liberation movement’ 
is tied ham and string to American imperialism.” 

AHMAD SA’ADAT
“I refuse to be released on the basis of a ‘condition for negotia-
tions’ and I will not accept the price for my freedom to be several 
meters of the land of Palestine, the land that we have fought for 
and been imprisoned for. I refuse to be free on the condition of 
the expansion of settlements. I refuse this offer, not even a single 
house for Zionist settlers will be built as the price of my freedom.” 





LAMIS DEEK 
“We have to be impatient, everyone who tells you to 
save this for later, they’re the ones who have delayed our 
movement, everyone who has told you “tame it”, they’re 
the ones who have delayed our movement, we have to be 
impatient, we have to be inflexible, they can join us when 
they want, our role is to represent our people, to centralize 
israeli violence, centralize our right to self defense, and 
to rebuild independent movements, so much so, so 
adamantly, that i’m sure it won’t be very long before these 
same people in the streets will be cheering our resistance 
every time it puts a dent in israeli colonizing violence.” 

* * * * * * *

KALI AKUNO
“Palestine represents the barometer of the extent to which 
imperialism is willing to go to ensure that the capitalist 
system of oppression and exploitation continue unabated. 
There is a general understanding that the liberation of 
Palestine is a critical linchpin in the transformation of this 
system and the creation of a more humane global system.”







NYC SJP 
“As an apparatus of global imperialism, the United Nations 
legitimizes the state of israel by responding to israel’s 
atrocities with only the ink of a pen and a wagging finger, 
while its peacekeepers lounge on Syrian land in the 
israeli-occupied Golan Heights, and its guns and tanks 
point at the people of Sudan, Haiti, the Ivory Coast and 
more. Appealing to this conglomeration of imperialists to 
reign in their own Zionist outpost is a futile endeavor and 
prevents us from even articulating a liberated Palestine.”

*****
Yuri Kochiyama, 1970 

“The Third World and its descendants in the western 
hemisphere are in motion. It is a life-and-death 
struggle to cast off the shackles of imperialism and 
colonialism and obliterate racism...The Third World 
must oppose, challenge, confront and halt transgression 
of imperialistically-inclined powers, including those 
in their own world, for imperialism knows no color 
or geographic lines. The Third World must offer 
an alternative - a more humane way of life, where 
diversity of peoples, cultures, religions, and ideologies 
will enhance civilization, rather than proscribe life.”

Josmar Trujillo 
“Think what you might of a world without cops, the road 
to abolition isn’t a pie-in-the-sky demand. If politics in its 
purest form is deciding which programs and expenses we 
fund and prioritize, then defunding police is a very specific 
form of politics—even if it’s outside the current range of 
comfortable political debate. There is alsato understand 
why the reimagining of political demands is crucial for 
activists searching for new solutions. Mainstream pundits 
and commentators squawk on for lifetimes about reform, 
training and dead-end legislation in many cases because 
they can. They’re not the ones feeling the crush of police. But 
those impacted most by police abuse are fueled by urgency 
to attack big picture problems with big picture demands.”




